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This special issue of MUSE explores the broad theme of Light. In the spirit of the season, 
when houses and trees are blanketed in twinkling lights and the warm glow of a fire 
conjures familiar feelings of family and home, this issue introduces projects 
encompassed under the expansive theme of light. 

Issue 02 of MUSE entertains the multiple personalities of light through Architecture, 
Interiors, and Design. Light and shadow act as sculptors of volume, altering the 
character of spaces through visual brightness and darkness. In turn, materiality and 
form evoke either a sense of lightness or heaviness through texture and color, leaving 
a lingering feeling of either buoyancy or weight as a result. When used as a tool, light 
becomes a beacon, visually drawing the eye to an exact location, or strategically 
away from another. Whether it’s the warm golden radiation of natural sunlight, the 
stark cold beam of a bright white LED, or the familiar comfort of a faint orange 
filament bulb, light has a mesmerizing quality that has enticed and inspired design for 
centuries.

Light proves itself as a worthy muse for design through the selected projects forming 
this issue. We hope you find this issue as enlightening as we did. 

Sincerely, 

The Editors:
Laura Watson
Elizabeth Pelletier
Madeline Mirecki

PS. We received a question from one reader after ISSUE 01, inquiring how we decided 
upon the title MUSE. We selected the name ‘MUSE’ as a synonym for ‘inspiration.’ The 
title of the digital magazine serves as an indication of the overarching purpose of the 
magazine: to spark design inspiration within our readers. 
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http://www.dezeen.com/2014/10/08/100pp-office-ministry-of-design-colin-seah-waf-2014-singapore/
http://cargocollective.com/rawgallery/RAW-almond-2015-winner
http://www.archdaily.com/101909/design-unveiled-for-the-broad-museum-by-diller-scofidio-renfro/broad-museum-2/
http://www.thestyleexaminer.com/2013/07/heydar-aliyev-cultural-centre.html
http://www.dezeen.com/2014/06/23/frank-gehrys-fondation-louis-vuitton-set-to-open-in-paris/
http://www.knstrct.com/interior-design-blog/2014/9/9/altuzarra-launches-target-collection-at-mbfw-new-york#
http://www.designboom.com/architecture/cobe-tampere-travel-and-service-centre-finland-10-02-2014/
http://www.designboom.com/art/do-ho-suh-new-york-apartment-contemporary-austin-10-05-2014/
http://www.interiordesig.com/architecture/marc-fornes-creates-pink-envelope-of-experiential-tension-for-situation-room-installation.html
http://superchroma.com/?portfolio=library
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http://www.wired.com/2014/11/8000-glowing-balloons-recreate-berlin-wall/
http://www.archdaily.com/558580/insects-and-humans-harmonize-in-a-symphony-of-architectural-sound-in-this-roman-installation/
http://www.wired.com/2014/11/beautiful-glowing-bike-lane-modeled-van-goghs-starry-night/#slide-id-1634197
http://mocoloco.com/vote/the-cyclist-bags-by-julie-thissen/
http://www.contemporist.com/2014/10/02/uiliuili-bench-by-piotr-zuraw/
http://www.mymodernmet.com/profiles/blogs/global-data-chandelier
http://hyperallergic.com/155821/artprize-winner-anila-quayyum-agha-talks-sacred-spaces-and-religion/
http://hyperallergic.com/155821/artprize-winner-anila-quayyum-agha-talks-sacred-spaces-and-religion/
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http://www.knstrct.com/product-design-blog/2014/11/19/it-starts-with-a-sketch-an-interview-with-bec-brittain
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